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Abstract—The unavailability of a flexible system for realtime testing of decision-support algorithms in a pre-hospital
clinical setting has limited their use. In this study, we describe a
plug-and-play platform for real-time testing of decisionsupport algorithms during the transport of trauma casualties
en route to a hospital. The platform integrates a standard-ofcare vital-signs monitor, which collects numeric and waveform
physiologic time-series data, with a rugged ultramobile
personal computer. The computer time-stamps and stores data
received from the monitor, and performs analysis on the
collected data in real-time. Prior to field deployment, we
assessed the performance of each component of the platform by
using an emulator to simulate a number of possible fault
scenarios that could be encountered in the field. Initial testing
with the emulator allowed us to identify and fix software
inconsistencies and showed that the platform can support a
quick development cycle for real-time decision-support
algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE U.S. military has long been interested in advanced
decision-support capabilities for combat casualty care,
in which an automated computer algorithm processes
available vital-signs data, offers field medics early and
accurate information about the state of the casualty,
identifies the need for life-saving interventions and
immediate evacuation, and advises on appropriate
therapeutic actions [1]. While progress has been made, the
technology does not yet exist as a reliable, established
capability. Only a handful of decision-support algorithms
have been tailored for early assessment of trauma casualties
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in a chaotic pre-hospital environment, where vital-signs data
are of intermittent availability and of varying quality [2].
And, to date, these algorithms have only been evaluated
retrospectively [2], [3]. Before such capabilities are widely
disseminated, algorithms must be optimized, and their
effectiveness prospectively demonstrated, as medics are
unlikely to embrace decision-support algorithms that make
frequent mistakes or that only make obvious
recommendations. This requires the availability of a testing
platform that integrates real-time vital-signs data collection
with immediate analysis.
Here we describe a novel plug-and-play platform for realtime data collection and prospective testing of decisionsupport algorithms in pre-hospital, clinical setting. The
proposed system, which offers the ability to quickly (e.g.,
within minutes) insert a new decision-support algorithm into
actual clinical operations, offers major benefits. First,
algorithm developers can receive rapid feedback based on
real-world tests and make multiple iterative improvements,
as the proposed system promotes iterative design cycles with
minimal expense and time. Second, the system can
simultaneously compare competing analysis methods,
promoting good technologic approaches and identifying
inferior ones, so that future development resources are
invested appropriately. Ultimately, the system illuminates
the capabilities and limitations of standard vital signs for
decision support and offers a benchmark against which
future monitors and sensors should be compared.
The proposed platform is based on Welch Allyn’s
(Skaneateles Falls, NY) Propaq Encore 206-EL monitor [4]
and Roper Mobile Technology’s (Tempe, AZ) ruggedized
Switchback personal computer (PC) [5]. The Propaq is
mounted on top of a small cage, which houses the PC and
acts like a pedestal (Fig. 1). The PC is interfaced to the
Propaq, allowing it to archive physiologic data collected by
the Propaq and run investigational algorithms implemented
in MATLAB [6]. This system is intended for deployment on
Boston Medflight (civilian) air ambulances en route to the
Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). Initially, caregivers
will not be shown results of the algorithms, so the testing
will not alter clinical care.
II. METHODS
A. Requirements
The process of collecting and analyzing time-series
physiologic data in real-time imposes strict requirements and
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Fig. 2. Protective cage detached from the
t Propaq. LEFT: Bottom
view of the cage, showing the touch screen of the ruggedized
Switchback PC. RIGHT: Propaq 206 vitall-signs monitor.
Fig. 1. Assembled prototype of the proposedd system (under
development in collaboration with Intelesensse Technologies,
Milpitas, CA). Propaq 206 vital-signs monitor “A” is mounted on top
of the protective cage “B,” which contains the ruggeedized Switchback
PC.

ware components
limitations on hardware and software. Hardw
must have a small footprint to fit inside llimited helicopter
space and be light enough for direct atttachment to the
Propaq. We identified the bottom of the P
Propaq to be the
only available location for attachment of a ppedestal-like cage
to house and protect the ruggedized PC
C (Fig. 1). The
challenge in this design was to account ffor the inevitable
stresses of real-world use, such as withstaanding a drop of
several feet with the weight of Propaq oon top and being
exposed to heat, cold, rain, mud, and other elements.
Furthermore, adequate ventilation was needded to cool the PC
components inside without exposing them to environmental
hazards. This was achieved by creating opeenings in the cage
as far away from the ground as possible.
We identified four primary requirementss for the software
components in our platform. 1) The softw
ware must reliably
capture and store data as they are streamed in real-time via a
serial interface from the Propaq to thhe PC. Random
disconnects, corrupt data packets, and trannsfer delays must
all be handled gracefully. Under no circum
mstances can the
software interfere with the normal ffunction of the
monitoring equipment. 2) The captured dataa should be made
available for analysis as quickly as possiblee in a format that
accurately represents wall-clock time, and pproperly accounts
for missing data caused by communicationn faults. It is also
essential for all physiologic measurementss to be accurately
synchronized on a common timeline, reggardless of when
each sensor is first connected to the paatient. 3) As the
primary goal of this platform is to test and compare various
physiologic data analysis methods, it must provide facilities
for quickly adding, removing, and modiifying algorithms
before sending the system back into the fielld. 4) The need to
modify existing algorithms for compatibilityy with the system
and the effort to iteratively enhance ppreviously tested
algorithms should be minimal. Accordinggly, the software
environment for data analysis should suppoort a large library
of mathematical functions and allow for quiick prototyping.

B. System Design
Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed platform consisting of two
main components: a Propaq Encorre 206-EL monitor with
the Acuity Port option and a rug
ggedized Switchback PC
running Microsoft’s Windows XP
P operating system with
2GB of memory and a 32GB solid state
s
drive. We connected
Propaq to the PC through an RS-232
2 to Universal Serial Bus
(USB) adapter, and used a USB flaash drive to transfer data
logging software, analysis algorithm
ms, backups of captured
data, and analysis results to and fro
om the Switchback. This
design allows for quick and easy
y update of all software
systems in the platform, thus supporrting requirement 3.
Fig. 3 shows the three main softw
ware modules residing in
the PC: Controller, Shell, and Analysis.
A
The Controller
application opens the serial port, esttablishes connection with
the Propaq, and records received data into log files [7]. Each
log file contains data for one mon
nitoring session, i.e., one
patient. Propaq uses packets to transmit information at
predetermined rates. Waveform paackets, transmitted every
88ms,
contain
the
electrrocardiogram
(ECG),
photoplethysmograph, carbon dio
oxide, and respiratory
waveforms. Numeric packets, sent once
o
per second, contain
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Fig. 3. Overview of the data path implem
mented in our software. Data
from Propaq are received by the Controller, mirrored to the hard drive
and Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash driv
ve, read from the hard drive
by the Shell, and provided for analysis. Analysis
A
results are written
back to the USB flash drive.

Propaq-calculated heart rate (HR), blood pressure,
temperature, oxygen saturation, and respiratory rate. Log
files record the contents of each packet and the time when
that packet is received (requirement 1). By time stamping
the packets as they arrive, we can later replay any previously
monitored session in simulated real-time conditions.
When a new session is started, Controller launches the
Shell application. Shell reads the current log file and passes
vital-signs data for processing to the Analysis module.
Because many of our existing algorithms for data
qualification and decision support were written in MATLAB
and because MATLAB supports requirement 4, we used it as
the foundation for the Analysis module. Shell communicates
via the MATLAB Application Programming Interface (API)
to make newly received data available to all analysis
algorithms in the form of constant-frequency vectors for
each monitored variable. To maintain the frequency and
common timeline for every variable, Shell inserts the
appropriate number of NaNs, i.e., “Not a Number,” which
are special floating-point values used to represent lost data,
into the vector to replace information from packets that were
corrupt, missing, or temporarily delayed (requirement 2).
This abstraction eliminates most complications associated
with real-time data representation.
We also implemented a mechanism to separate received
vital-signs data from Propaq into per-patient sessions.
Because the Propaq may be left on without a patient
attached, and between patients, the Controller’s ability to
establish a connection was not sufficient to identify the start
of a new patient session. A new session is started when the
Controller receives a numeric packet containing HR values
within a pre-defined valid range, such as 10-300 beats per
minute. This prompts the creation of a new data log file and
the start of the Shell and the Analysis modules. From here
on, Shell reads the data log as it is appended by the
Controller, passes new data to MATLAB, and triggers
execution of the analysis software. This process is executed
every five seconds or longer, depending on whether the last
iteration has been completed, giving each algorithm the
ability to run and produce a result. The end condition for a
session is triggered when no valid HR is received for the
previous five minutes. This may be a combination of HR
values being outside of the valid range for five minutes,
which happens when the sensors are detached, or no packets
arriving from Propaq, possibly indicating that the monitor
was turned off.
III. RESULTS
To test the platform prior to field use, we developed a
Propaq emulator that simulates physiologic data by using
mathematical functions or by reading plain-text files for
each time-series variable. The emulator transmits data to the
PC with 100- or 200-series Propaq communication
protocols, thus testing the implementation of the entire data
path from the Controller to the Shell to the Analysis module.
Most importantly, we can use the emulator to introduce

multiple types of errors in the transmitted data stream in a
deterministic fashion, allowing us to test the reliability of
data capture and the accuracy of data representation
according to requirements 1 and 2. A key element of the
testing is to assure that the time series sent by the emulator is
the exact time series that is made available to the Analysis
module. Although Propaq is also able to simulate certain
physiologic parameters through its in-service operation
mode, this was insufficient for testing because of the
inability to alter generated data and simulate failure
scenarios.
To test the first requirement of reliable data capture and
correct handling of unexpected interruptions, we
programmed the emulator to periodically corrupt transmitted
packets, ignore received commands, and disconnect the
serial link. Controller and Shell have several mechanisms for
dealing with such eventualities. Corruption of packets was
detected by using two-cyclic redundancy check (CRC16)
bytes appended to the end of every 200-series packet, or one
checksum byte appended to a 100-series packet. Depending
on the level of corruption, it may still be possible to extract
valid data from the packet, but the general way to handle
such cases was to discard the packet and wait for the next
one.
Short breaks in communication, lasting at most five
seconds, were detected by the use of sequence numbers
transmitted along with every numeric and waveform packet.
Sequence numbers are incremented by one for each
following packet and wrap around to zero after 255.
Therefore, if the difference between sequence numbers of
two consecutive packets was greater than one, Controller
and Shell knew exactly how many packets were lost in the
transfer. Shell used this information to fill-in the appropriate
number of NaNs in the MATLAB vectors, thus satisfying
the second requirement for accurate data representation.
Long communication breaks, which require the connection
between Controller and Propaq to be reestablished, reset
sequence numbers to zero making them unusable in this
case. To decide how much data were lost over a long
communication break, we used known packet rate
information to make an estimate. With an average rate of
88ms for waveform packets and 16 ECG data points per
packet, Shell would estimate that 3,200 ECG data points
were lost if the break lasted for 17.6 seconds. The same
principle would apply to all other variables, taking into
account their individual frequencies.
To further test the second requirement of accurate data
representation and alignment, we had the emulator skip the
transmission of one or more numeric and waveform packets,
simulating their loss. This is similar to the corrupt packet
scenario described previously, where Shell used either the
sequence numbers or the duration of the break, depending on
the specific test case, to replace lost data with NaNs. We
also simulated the case where some of the Propaq-recorded
variables were missing in a packet, representing the situation
where sensors were attached to a patient at different times
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with some delay in between [8]. To accurately align the start
time of each variable once the first data point was received,
Shell computed the number of NaNs that need to be inserted
at the beginning of the vector by dividing session duration
up to that point by the variable’s sampling rate. This ensured
that current and future data points would be correctly aligned
with all other variables.
Finally, we assessed the performance of the Analysis
module by testing a set of analysis algorithms that will be
field tested in the first deployment of the platform. These
included algorithms for estimating the reliability of HR
computed from ECG waveforms and for extracting ECG
features, such as beat-to-beat intervals, approximate entropy,
and sample entropy, to determine heart rate variability
(HRV). By comparing the input data with what was made
available by Shell to the algorithms, we assured the correct
functioning of data transmission throughout the various
components of the platform. By duplicating the algorithms’
results with those obtained off-line, we guaranteed that the
Analysis module was performing as intended. A similar
procedure will be used in the future, when real-time analysis
results are available, to fine-tune algorithms and re-run them
in simulation mode on the same input data.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Unlike any prior system, the proposed plug-and-play
platform provides an efficient means to prospectively test
novel decision-support algorithms in real-time during actual
clinical operations, allowing for a rapid development cycle.
We are in the process of obtaining Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approval for use of the platform on Boston
Medflight air ambulances en route to MGH. The vital-signs
data and analysis results will be recorded and stored in the
Switchback PC for off-line review and comparison with
patient history and outcome. This will allow us to assess the
performance of the implemented platform in a clinical
setting and, more importantly, to evaluate the value of
different decision-support algorithms. Because the
algorithms will be running in the background, there will be
no new IRB permission necessary when a different
investigational algorithm is plugged into the system for
testing.
Initially, we will test algorithms developed by our group
that estimate the reliability of vital-signs data by providing a
quality index for every HR [9], respiratory rate [10], and
blood pressure record [11]. We will also assess the
performance of our ensemble decision-support classifier,
developed to predict trauma patients with major hemorrhage
[2]. As these algorithms were developed for off-line
analysis, they are currently being modified for real-time
applications. Moreover, we will also test newer algorithms
that, from their onset, were developed for real-time use, such
as extraction of ECG waveform features and calculation of
HRV.
The platform is currently restricted to use with Propaq 206
and MATLAB. Future development plans include adding

support for other medical monitors and an API for analysis
programs written in C, C++, and Python. Use of compiled
MATLAB code is also under consideration. Following the
initial deployment phase, a graphical user interface will be
added to the platform to make analysis results available to
caregivers in real time. They, in turn, will use this interface
to input additional information to the analysis routines, such
as the type and time of performed life-saving interventions
(e.g. resuscitation fluids, intubation, and cardiopulmonary
resuscitation). This information should further improve the
performance of the decision-support algorithms.
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